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1: 6 Storytelling Tips for Preaching Powerful Narratives
Preaching as Storytelling. How to rely on stories to carry spiritual freight. Fred Craddock. See theme. A story, if it's a
good story, is tailored and contoured to the audience.

Then the title of this article revealed itself through the wonders of computer technology--by simply keying in
the search phrase "compare AND kingdom" into my computer Bible program. Let me explain a bit further.
The New American Standard translates the word "compare" as "picture. This was the angle or slant I was
searching for in developing a direction for this article. Storytelling is a way the preacher can assist the
congregation in envisioning a connection between the biblical word, the stories of their lives and the kingdom
of God. They delight, enchant, touch, teach, recall, inspire, motivate, challenge. They help us understand.
They imprint a picture on our minds. Consequently, stories often pack more punch than sermons. Want to
make a point or raise an issue? Such stories and parables teach a natural wisdom of morality, of healing, of
compassion, of values and ethics. As Jesus demonstrated, a good picture is worth a thousand words that slip
by, unillustrated in strokes which a person can visualize, then pin to their memory. They help us to understand
there is more to life than our own limited spheres of experience. They create pictures in our mind and open up
our imagination to comprehend a greater dimension of life than we are normally used to experiencing. That is
what Jesus tried to accomplish with his disciples and with the crowds that flocked to hear him speak: As I use
the term "imagination" I realize there are some people who think of it as being equated with the term
"fantasy," or being unreal and bizarre. That is not how I view imagination. These truths become so familiar
and well known that people no longer hear them. The creative use of the imagination through storytelling
dresses up these truths in new garments so that we take notice of them. The rabbi was once asked: No one
allowed him to enter a home, and everyone who encountered him ran away in fright. One day he beheld
Parable attired in colorful, expensive garments. I am old, very old, and no one cares to have anything to do
with me. Look, I am as old as you are, and the older I grow, the more do I seem to be loved. Let me disclose to
you the secret of my apparent popularity. People enjoy seeing everything dressed up and somewhat disguised.
Let me lend to you my garments, and you will see that people will like you as well. Ever since then, Truth and
Parable walk hand in hand, and men love both of them. People, by and large, did not hear or pay attention to
the naked truth. But when the same message was dressed up in the garments of a story, or a parable, they not
only listened but took the message home with them. For me, storytelling was not really a conscious decision.
It emerged from within me as natural as could be for a priest of Irish descent. This is not to say that I have not
spent considerable time researching storytelling as an art form, or that stories just pop up easily. For over 20
years, I have collected numerous books on the storytelling, volumes of story books and have written out in
composition books enough stories to fill eleven volumes, so far. As for the process I may not be so articulate;
but as to the effect of storytelling, I can speak with clarity and certainty. My mother says, "You give them
something to take home with them. They were used in sermons, much as parables were used by Christ. The
oldest known Christian examples occur in the homilies of Saint Gregory the First c. In the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, certain monks developed the narration of the exempla into an art that was very
successful. This was in large measure due to the example set by the Dominicans and by prelates such as
Jacques de Vitry; known to have compiled a number of collections of sermons with stories. The stories were
about Jesus of Nazareth who himself offered such spellbinding stories that they were told and retold by people
who found in them a key to their own stories of faith and struggle. The stories of the Bible were always retold
in a way that noticed the particular needs and concerns of the listeners. Contact with the original story was not
lost, but the new listeners found relevance and renewal in the story retold because it involved them in a
personal way. Marshall McLuhan said it so well: What I mean is, there is a big difference between telling a
story in a sermon and becoming a storytelling preacher. A story cannot be read off a page as if it were merely
words. Stories demand involvement, entering into the story itself. Two of the biggest factors, I think, in
moving from simply telling a story to becoming a storyteller are risk and fear. Yes, it is a risk to get into a
story so that it becomes real, or takes on life, with the nuances of voice inflections, posture, facial expressions
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that emerge from the story. Are you afraid people will laugh at you? This was a big hurdle for me when I first
began preaching. I was so overly concerned about what the congregation thought of my preaching that I was
not willing to take many risks and venture into untried waters. What changed my preaching style actually
changed my future ministry as well. What began as personal journal-writing therapy of collecting positive
quotations and stories quickly assumed new direction when I took what was then a big risk and shared some
stories and quotations from my journals at daily Mass. People would come up and ask for a copy of this
quotation or that story. It amazed me because these were my "personal" stories and quotes, and other people
found them helpful too! Gradually I took more risks and told more stories, and now people expect me to come
up with a good story. And a bonus to storytelling preaching, from my experience, is that the congregation
listens more attentively and enters into the story with the preacher. An example of entering into a story is
related by Martin Buber as he tells a story of his grandfather--who was asked to talk about his great teacher,
the famous and holy Baal Shem Tov. Being swept up in the fervor of the narrative, the grandfather, himself,
stood up and began to jump and dance to show how the master had done it. At that moment the grandfather
was completely healed of his paralysis. Where does one find contemporary stories and parables to use in
preaching? What kind of resources are available? The first resource is so obvious that most people miss
it--observation. One of my favorite "Yogisms" from Yogi Berra is: They are in the people we meet and in the
newspapers we read and in the news programs we watch. We could learn a lot by observing life. Other
resources can be found in collections of stories, of which there are quite a few on the market. They are the first
books I reach for whenever I am preparing a sermon or lecture. Still, I have been inspired by and am indebted
to a number of wonderful storytellers, and I recommend enthusiastically the following resources, listed
alphabetically by author: White, Speaking In Stories; Stories for Telling, Stories for the Journey and Stories
for the Gathering; As a final thought, let me encourage you to use stories, parables, fables, anecdotes, etc. You
will find that people will begin to get the bigger picture as you help them envision what it would be like to
picture the kingdom of God; to imagine a new way of living, loving and healing. They will enter into the story
with you and take something home with them. The master gave his teaching in parables and stories, which his
disciples listened to with pleasure--and occasional frustration, for they longed for something deeper. The
master was unmoved. To all their objections he would say, "You have yet to understand that the shortest
distance between a human being and Truth is a story. Paulist Press, , pp. TAN Books, , p. Robert Waznak,
Sunday after Sunday: Paulist Press, , p. Martin Buber, source unknown.
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2: storytelling in sermons,preaching,storytellers,dr. fred craddock
Storytelling and preaching. Does storytelling have any implications for preaching? What differences, if any, would occur
in preparation and presentation?

For members to not only remember the story and forget the speaker but also be hungry to apply it. Storytelling
and preaching Does storytelling have any implications for preaching? What differences, if any, would occur in
preparation and presentation? What might we do about epistles and other non-narrative passages? He lectures
on preaching, theology, evangelism and ethics. Prior to encountering storytelling he had extensive experience
in preaching both regularly in churches and for special events and conferences. Once Sam had used storying in
Bible study groups he began to think about how the approach could be applied to preaching. He had always
followed the expository method that was modeled to him. To most people he seemed successful as he did lots
of guest preaching in churches and at conferences. His style was interesting to listen to and each point was
well illustrated. Could a storying style make people engage with the biblical text and apply it better in to their
lives? Would using a storying approach lose him the interest of the more educated? Sam decided to try a new
approach. He spent most of his preparation time learning a story and meditating on it. At the same time he
thought about his audience and pondered what questions they might have when they heard the story. He chose
the most relevant of these questions and arranged them as his sermon points. At Easter, Sam and another
storytelling advocate did the Bible readings in an unconventional way. Then the preacher spoke on these
stories. You could hear a pin drop. We were listening to every word. He has found that his new way of
preaching engages listeners far more deeply. Differences to conventional preaching 1. The story is told rather
than read. I still do not fully understand why this is so different but people much prefer to hear it told.
Therefore, a good percentage of the preparation time is spent learning to tell the story and praying. You work
hard to generate a list of possible questions that people might have about the story. Once you have an outline
you think hard about answering those questions. Preparation is then done out loud. Usually the talk is done
without notes or minimal notes because you have practiced it three or four times out loud. Preparing the actual
talk should take much less time than normal, often only about an hour, because more time has gone into
learning the story and meditating on it. The talk can be practiced out loud as you do other things like drive,
shower or run and so actually the preparation time feels much less. However, in actual fact the story will be
working hard changing us and will remain with us long after we have preached the sermon. As Sam testifies,
he has noticed that he is learning large sections of narrative and that he often finds himself mulling over the
stories. Storying is taking him deeper into the Scripture. I too have found this to be true. Ask for wisdom in
choosing the appropriate stories or books of the Bible and how to divide the series. If this is a one-off sermon
then choose the story. However, hopefully you are preaching on a narrative book. Therefore you will need to
look at all the possible stories and then choose which ones you tell. You need to have a balance. Most sermon
sets should be stories as listeners tend to need a change after a time. If there are more stories, then split your
set into several parts and do other sermons in between perhaps a non-narrative book. Repeat this three times.
After several days of telling the story over and over brainstorm all the questions you can think that someone
might have about this story. Think about your listeners and pick some questions that both will reveal the story
and that they will want to know the answers to. So for example, a sermon on the Rich Man and Lazarus Luke
Why is the rich man in hell? What is hell like? How do I avoid going to hell? An evangelistic youth talk on the
parable of the workers Mt Why does everyone get the same pay? What is God trying to teach me? Some of
the basic discussion questions could also form sermon points. That is, you could use these three: What do we
learn about people? What do we learn about God? How does this apply to our lives this week? Choose the
questions you want to ask and start working on the answers in any way that suits your style. You could just
start talking out loud about the points and see what comes to mind from the story. Some people might want to
make notes of their points. Think about an introduction and conclusion that will draw people into the story and
then leave them still thinking at the end. This one was unusual because I told six chapters of the story which I
had learned previously and used in other contexts including an evangelism set of six. These hard things
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included: Then I told chapter 1 and drew out the clue deciding to honor God in the small things even if it cost
them. Then chapter 2 people who will have an eternal significance will turn to God in prayer and then thank
him as their first response; they will also make sure God gets the glory and not steal it themselves â€” and so
on to chapter 6. I then practiced the whole talk out loud with the application comments as we went along. With
practice I was able to do this talk in 40 minutes. To listen to the sermon in your web browser, click the link
below. We are not advocating only a diet of narrative. But we are suggesting that we increase our diet of it and
change how we preach it. For a start, I now nearly always choose narrative passages to speak from. For
example, in telling the story of the unforgiving servant Mt I also find myself illustrating points from within
the biblical narratives rather than using lots of outside illustrations. Many teaching passages have background
stories that make it easier for people to identify with. For example, I explain the story of the church at Ephesus
as I teach on Ephesians. Does this mean that we avoid non-narrative sections? At the moment my thoughts on
this are untested, so I offer them tentatively. However, I suspect that all of the doctrines of the Bible are also
contained in story form. However, this depth is communicated in a way that all people can digest. Many of the
psalms and epistles have story backgrounds. Sharing on these passages in the context of their stories will make
them easier to remember. Psalms like Psalm 51 make far more sense taught as part of a 2 Samuel series on
King David. A series on Peter would work wonderfully if it linked his life and early character with the letters
he wrote when mature. This series would lead to rejoicing at the greatness of God in changing such a man and
using him so mightily despite all his sin and mistakes. Sam, with his extensive preaching opportunities, is
pushing the boundaries with non-narrative told in a storying style. When his church did a sermon series on
Malachi, Sam told a story instead of reading the Bible passage. The story of Malachi captured the dialogue
between God and Israel. A church needs balanced preaching from all sections of Scripture. Storying is not the
only way to preach, and using storying exclusively would not be helpful. Congregations need to hear
preaching from the Epistles, Prophets, apocalyptic sections, wisdom and poetic sections of Scripture as well as
the narratives. But my experience has been that I hear most preaching from the four Gospels and the Epistles
and little from the rest of the Bible. A mixture of preaching and teaching styles will engage the full range of
learning styles that God has created among his people. One problem is that if you are a good preacher then the
comments puff up the preachers pride rather than really encouraging them to continue as faithful
communicators. Shortly after Sam Chan started doing this kind of preaching he noticed that the praise had
stopped. What happened instead was that people would immediately start talking about the story and applying
it into their lives. Weeks later they would still be mentioning the story. This is almost a story sermon. The
difference is that he reads the passage instead of telling the story. Below is a sermon preached in an Anglican
Church in Sydney.
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3: Storytelling Preaching | Truth Is The Word
Storytelling in Preaching: A Guide to the Theory and Practice [Bruce C. Salmon] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This book is founded on the conviction that sermons can be improved through the skillful
use of stories.

Biblical narratives are stories found directly in the Bible. Experiential narratives are stories experienced by the
preacher or sometimes, a true story of another person. Fictional narratives are stories that did not happen in
real life, or if it did happen, the source and the people involved are unknown. Fictional stories however are not
far from happening in real life. The point is, the speaker is in no way involve or unaware of its reality. And I
only touched a small portion of the narrative preaching. Preaching Narrative Sermons Narrative sermon is a
little hard to preach especially if story telling is not your line. However, I have seen several preachers who
were very good at this. And one of my most admired preachers of this kind of sermon is Dr. He is not a born
preacher by the way. But because of his ability to deliver story being a church historian , made him an
excellent narrative preacher. Here are some tips on how to preach a narrative sermon: The secret of delivering
a good narrative is that you exactly know your story. And this is the hardest part to practice. However, being
the hardest part does not necessarily mean that it is impossible to do, actually it is very doable. All you have to
do is to practice telling a story in the right way. Build a tension in your story. As you preach narrative sermon,
it is not just about telling the story to your hearers, it is also about creating a tension in their feelings as they
listen to the sermon. The tension will be like your key points in regular inductive preaching. Insert Biblical
truths in the conclusion. Biblical truths remain to be the word of God in your narrative sermon and it has to be
there. Like all stories, there is a plot in narrative sermon. Try to build it. I am not an expert of plot making but
Eugene Lowry gave us some suggestions: As a result, he provides an introduction to narrative preaching that
is both unquestionably biblical and remarkably intriguing. His How to Preach a Parable is also quite helpful in
the art of preaching. Develop your story telling delivery. Many people struggle a lot in delivering a story.
Your voice has to be heard and there should be various tones. Avoid mannerism because it distracts the people
watching you. This might get boring in the long run and will be less effective. If you are delivering a Biblical
narrative, avoid making some conclusion of what happened or what is happening in the story. Strictly stick
with what is written in the Bible.
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4: Improving Storytelling in Preaching Step 3 â€“ Determine the Purpose | Soul Preaching
Storytelling in Our Preaching /07/21 / in Preach the Word, WELS Blogs, Worship Blog / by WELS We all want to be
better preachers, so we all want to be better story tellers.

Men and women through the ages have struggled with these questions: Often the story is heard by the ear, but
listened to by the sub-conscious mind where its deeper meaning resides. The late Anthony de Mello, SJ
provides an example: The master gave his teaching in parables and stories, which his disciples listened to with
pleasure--and occasional frustration, for they longed for something deeper. The master was unmoved. To all
their objections he would say, "You have yet to understand that the shortest distance between a human being
and Truth is a story. What enables stories to be effective in ministry, counseling or teaching is that they are
objective to the person; therefore, they can be heard in a non-threatening manner. Each person listens to a
story through a personal filtering system, his or her own "ears to hear. In 2 Samuel In his letter, the intern
said: This helped me relate to the book on a personal level since I often wonder which road to follow.
Somehow, after reading the book, I find these decisions somewhat less threatening. Someone has been
touched by your book. Finally, such statements say, "Yes! Storytelling is an Art Stories have taught,
counseled, consoled and ministered to children of all ages. Raptly, we listened to the legends, myths and
adventures of knights, witches, ducklings, dark woods, little trains, etc. Now, however, as the tellers of stories,
we discover that there is greater need for story involvement than simply reading a story. We discover that
there is an art to storytelling--a "putting on" the story itself. To continue this thought, I would add also that
storytelling is difficult. What makes storytelling difficult is that it can be demanding and frustrating. It is
demanding in trying to find just the right story for a particular occasion, and frustrating in not always being
sure how the story is being received by the listeners. However difficult it might seem at times, storytelling
contains a positive character in that it frequently enriches and enlivens the teller of the story more than the
listeners. A Master Storyteller Time is well-spent reflecting on a master storyteller, Jesus of Nazareth, as he
tells a parable or a story. One can envision the event being told, and sense storytelling "as pointing to a greater
reality which lay beyond. It is an approach to life which we have been in danger of losing, this sense of
allowing the extraordinary to break in on the ordinary. These qualities empower one to perceive a greater
reality already within the ordinary daily activities of life. However, as one grows older it becomes increasingly
difficult to maintain these qualities of wonder, imagination and creativity. They seem to shrivel up and
whither. Too often, as the child grows into an adult, he or she becomes adulterated. The results were that
persons aged 40 measured 2 percent creativity; persons aged 17 measured 10percent; and 5-year-olds
measured a 90 percent level of creativity. These are symptoms of an acute disease plaguing every man and
woman past the age of "Psychosclerosis. We know at this point that medical science does not have a cure for
arthritis, but there is a treatment--namely, flex and stretch. One of the frustrations a storyteller has to confront
is the uncertainty, at times, about whether he or she is getting the message across to the listeners. The
transmitter storyteller is sending out a signal story but to what frequency is the receiver listener tuned? There
is a biblical parable that brings solace in dealing with such feelings of frustration. The farmer goes to bed and
gets up day after day. Through it all the seed sprouts and grows without his knowing how it happens. Stories
contain within themselves a dynamic life-force capable of sprouting, growing and bearing fruit in the lives of
the listeners without the storyteller knowing how it happens. It is, therefore, the primary task of a storyteller
simply to keep telling stories, like the farmer who faithfully scatters the seed. Within ministry, counseling, or
teaching the growth and the harvest may not be seen by the storyteller. But he or she can be assured that, if the
soil of the mind and spirit are fertile, the stories will sprout and they will bear abundant fruit. Joel Weldon 7
tells a story about a Chinese bamboo plant that further illustrates this point. The moso is a bamboo plant that
grows in China and other regions of the Far East. After the moso is planted, no visible growth occurs for up to
five years--even under ideal conditions! Then, as if by magic, it suddenly begins growing at the rate of nearly
two-and-one-half feet per day, reaching a full height of 90 feet within six weeks. Enter Into the Story An
effective storyteller, in a sense, has to enter into the story. Martin Buber tells the story of his grandfather who
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was asked to relate a story about his great teacher, the famous and holy Baal Shem Tov. The paralyzed
grandfather replied by telling how the holy man used to jump up and down and dance when he was praying.
Being swept up in the fervor of the narrative, the grandfather, himself, stood up and began to jump and dance
to show how the master had done it. At that moment the grandfather was completely healed of his paralysis.
For others, the telling a story might not be so dramatic of an experience as it was for the grandfather.
However, the storyteller needs to remember that most communication occurs via nonverbal transmissions.
Stories are meant to be told, not read. The late Marshall McLuhan rightly said, "The medium is the message.
The story unfolds as scenes in the mind of the hearer that take shape as if they were on mental videotape. How
the story is told becomes a positive or a negative influence on the quality of the word-pictures which the
person hears and assimilates. Yes, it is demanding and difficult to be a storyteller. This vitality enriches and
enlivens the teller as much as the listener. Paulist Press, , pp. Prentice Hall, , p. Joel Weldon, "Build a Better
You" audio tape. Martin Buber, source unknown. Villard Books, , p.
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5: Sermons about Storytelling - www.enganchecubano.com
In addition, other books contain lengthy narrative passages, such as Isaiah or the beginning and end of Job.
Statisticians tell us from 1/3 to 1/2 of the Bible is narrative depending on how.

Children actually look up instead of coloring in their programs. Even the adults stop checking their watches to
see how much longer the service is going to take. Whether you want to preach an entire narrative sermon, or
simply improve the messages you currently give, here are some tips that will help you tell stories more
poignantly and effectively than ever. Key 1 - Let the story speak for itself. I heard a story about a dancer who
danced an incredible program. After she finished, one of the women from the audience approached her. Think
about the story of The Prodigal Son. What is it about? How would you explain its message? Is it about love?
Yes to all of the above. A story is always more than its explanation. It overflows its explanation in every
direction. It has more depth, detail, passion, and truth than any description could ever contain. The only way to
really convey the complete meaning of The Prodigal Son is to stop trying to explain it and just tell the story.
So when you tell stories from scripture, or from your life, let the story do the talking. Key 2 - Stop telling your
listeners what happened and start showing them who struggled. To be honest, she kind of annoys me. I see
more of myself in Martha, the one who has a rough time of it. We identify with the person who has the
struggle. Key 3 - When you tell stories from your life, always be the mistake maker. We want to hear about
how you took your knocks and learned something important that shaped your view of life. Those are the
stories we want to hear. This guy is going to get hammered big time. To come up with good stories from your
life, think of your wounds and struggles, or your discoveries and moments of realization. Show people that
you are the mistake maker rather than the problem solver; the recipient of grace rather than the savior. Show
the reader your weaknesses. Emphasize not how you triumphed, but how you floundered. Key 4 - Never tell
the same story twice. People are turned off if they think every gesture, pause, and vocal utterance is identical
this time to the last time you told the story. They want you to tell the story to them, not to an imaginary
bathroom mirror. They want you to experience the story with them, sharing its warmth, spontaneity and
humor. Practice until the story is sharp, then stop. The best stories are well-prepared, but yet contain an air or
spontaneity. A good story is told with freshness as well as polish. So focus on responding rather than reciting.
Key 5 - Pretend Less; Believe More. In an acting class I attended, the instructor had us approach a shoe from
across the room while blindfolded. We were supposed to pick it up. One by one my classmates shuffled across
the room, bent over, and reached down. No one was even close to picking up the shoe. Then it was my turn. I
walked across the room to where I thought the shoe was. I knew the show was right beside my foot. I bent
over and confidently closed my handâ€¦ on air. After removing my blindfold, I joined the rest of the actors and
the instructor walked over to me. They actually imagine the story happening, and then naturally respond to it
as it unfolds around them. So step into the stories you tell. And then reach for the shoe. His first thriller, The
Pawn, will be released at bookstores nationwide on September 1, For more information about his speaking
and writing, please visit www.
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6: Storytelling in Preaching : Volkmar Latossek :
Storytelling An Effective Communication Appeal in Preaching by Babatunde Adedibu (Paperback, ) Delivery US shipping
is usually within 10 to 15 working days.

How do you do this? How do you strengthen your storytelling ability specifically for preaching? In the next 5
posts, I will present Rev. The first step is to look at the passage of scripture as if you were walking in the text.
Look at it like a movie. Be sure to look at the parts that have to do with the senses. In your exegesis, you
should exegete it using your senses. You do that by looking at the text for these different characteristics. Color
â€” What are the colors in the text? Size â€” What are the sizes of things? How tall and big was Goliath
really? How can you incorporate that fact into your storytelling? Shape â€” Mitchell and Simmons note that
the tares and the wheat have the exact same shape, thus it is very difficult to tell the difference. Are there other
shapes in the text. Smells â€” Can you smell the pig stie that the prodigal son was about to eat in? If not, then
you are not ready to preach it. Textures â€” Does the fact that the cross that Jesus was placed on was rugged
and not smooth make any difference in your preaching of the text? Sound â€” Listen to what is happening in
the text. Listen to the roosters crowing. Listen to the calls in the text. Tastes â€” Think about the different taste
of wine from the beginning of the Marriage feast and at the end. Other Sensory Data â€” Recognize, for
example, distance. You also might be able to recognize temperature and humidity.
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7: How To Preach Narrative Sermons
A book full of advice or suggestions is best when you can see the fruits of applying that book to your life. Salmon's book
great helped me in my storytelling and preaching by helping me to blend the two types of oration into something
relevant, profound and memorable.

Resource Library Biblical Storytelling: Learning scripture by heart Biblical storytelling reconnects worshipers
with the communal experience of hearing God together. A feature story exploring biblical story telling and
learning the scriptures by heart. Joan Huyser-Honig Biblical Storytelling: Perhaps reading the Bible in
monotone seems more dignified, holy, and respectful. We know that music is not the ink on the paper yet we
treat the Word of God as ink on paper. But as Dennis Dewey explains, learning Bible stories by heart is a
spiritual discipline that connects people with the living Word of God. His message is getting across.
Congregations are finding ways to use biblical storytelling in many parts of their worship services. The Bible
is the story of how God acts in human history. Dewey began telling Bible stories during his first year as a
parish pastor. He aims to perform narratives and passages nearly verbatimâ€”with 95 percent content accuracy
and 75 percent verbal accuracyâ€”from Scripture. That means reading it aloud, meditating on it, praying with
the text, engaging with it on a feeling level, and scripting it. As you learn a scripture by heart, it becomes part
of your tone of voice, vocal pacing, muscle tension, and movements. On top of that, his wife unexpectedly
became pregnant. They were soon the butt of friendly jokes from people of the same age but in different life
stages. Then Dewey was invited to guest preach for a few weeks, only to discover that the lectionary texts
were about Abraham and Sarah. Many preachers have seen worshipers tune out during Bible reading. Those
who tell the text, however, find that worshipers readily listen to biblical storytelling. Gray says that studying
and learning to tell Bible stories has deepened his appreciation for the emotion behind the words. Some said
that storytelling can be a good way to engage seekersâ€”but the storyteller, bulletin, or video display should
clearly explain that the stories come from the Bible. Several people admitted feeling on edge when the
storyteller is less skilled or less prepared. Just reading it sometimes feels like a wind blowing through me. The
drama leader offered suggestions on movement and pacing. Covenant Life member Bob Vermaire did the
Genesis verses. But telling them brought the meaning home even more to me. This option can work well in
several parts of the worship order. Kortright Presbyterian sometimes has a two- or three-month gap between
services that include storytelling. Storytelling most often fills in as an alternative to reading the sermon text.
Sometimes storytelling substitutes for the sermon itself, as when Gray, robed in period dress, told the entire
Sermon on the Mount from Matthew 5, 6, and 7. Churches often hire Dennis Dewey for a weekend package
that includes a workshop and public performance as well as worship. He has four worship service templates,
each built around a gospel narrative. Dewey also helps churches build services around a theme or season or
longer work, such as Galatians. For example, he suggests: Step by Step Instructions. Two Kortright
Presbyterian storytellers also write blogs. Start a Discussion These questions will get members talking about
whether or how to use biblical storytelling. Does it fit with how you make sense of life or pass on your
experience to your children? Which upcoming sermon series or lectionary passages might fit well with biblical
storytelling? How might you use biblical storytelling as a call to worship, dismissal or sending, or introduction
to a prayer, song, or congregational offering? When you think of all the ways words are used in a typical
worship service at your church, what percentage of words would you guess are taken directly from Scripture?
Would you like to reduce or increase this fraction? Is your worship as multigenerational as you would like it to
be? In what ways could biblical storytelling reach or involve different age groups in your church? Did you
find a way to measureâ€”or even gather anecdotes and quotes aboutâ€”the impact of biblical storytelling in
your worship services? What differences did you notice between storytellers and those who hear the stories?
Which book, video, drama resource, or conference helped you introduce or strengthen biblical storytelling in
your church worship services?
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Children needs stories because of their imaginative disposition, but certainly stories are not limited to children.
The preacher cannot get away from stories. With the richly imaginative film-making technology, storytelling
is more popular than ever among popular preachers. So popular that Prof. Thomas Long said that maybe we
need to get back more to the teaching style of preaching in the US. Perhaps, elsewhere in Asia, storytelling is
still not so popular. Maybe for Asia, storytelling is needed. The fact is, stories should not just be told, but be
told within the sound exegetical confine of the text. They also need to be told in an ethical manner. This
installment will explore the importance of stories and their roles in our sermon making. Storytelling has two
dimensions, both of which need to be considered. First dimension is the way biblical narrator tells the story.
The second dimension is the way the preacher tells the story. Both are artistic and both help with the
communication process in some ways. We must make note of the two and see if we can or cannot the two
when we think about the presentation style of a sermon. There are different kinds of storytelling styles,
according to Long. First, there is the half-turn storytelling. If we imagine a movie camera shooting a scene, the
storytelling is not quite in the scene but is a passive participant. The narrator was somehow a participant but
the focus was not on him. Some scholars think that the section is fully first-person narrative which I agree, but
the degree of participation is minimal. The focus is on Paul, not on the narrator. Second, storytelling can take
the form of fully personal story. This style is straightforwardly obvious that the storyteller is a participant in
the story. In fact, more times than not, he may be the focus of the story. I can however argue the opposite.
Besides the half-turn and fully personal story, there is yet one more style of storytelling according to Long.
This is called the fiction story, a made-up story. There are many preachers out there, especially among the
Chinese population, who oppose the fiction, but wait a minute. Can we really limit our Christian imagination
to only real historical stories? It appears that we cannot. Jesus used made-up stories all the time just to
illustrate the point. Why Christians stay away from fiction baffles my mind. Perhaps, it is due to the modern
Chinese culture being highly practical. Is there any reasonable way of using a made-up story? This is a
suggestion with integrity because it alerts the audience that this was not a true story. Honesty is the real key
here. We do not want people to mistake the story to be true, but at the same time, we do not have any good
theological reason to limit our stories to something historical. The Christian imagination ought to be harnessed
with integrity and not by mere culture. Regarding storytelling, Long talks about the need for variations. This is
indeed a hard task to accomplish. The point is that there is a need to provide variety so that we do not get stuck
in a homiletical rut. How will we break the limit? Long suggests that we live homiletically. In other words, in
our daily living, think often of our sermons through our experiences and observations. We do not just watch
TV for entertainment purposes; we also watch it for concepts helpful to our preaching. One last word on
storytelling also is relevant to our modern situation. Long points out the importance of asking for permission
to retell a story. Preachers need permission to tell stories about family members, congregational members and
their friends. This ought to be common sense to every speaker, but in my experience, it is far from common.
Preachers constantly expose their family members like their wives and children to unnecessary limelight just
to accomplish their homiletical ambition. The integrity of the preacher ought to be guided by the need to
protect those who are related to the story. In the long run, this approach is both healthy and necessary. No
sermon is worth breaking up relationships.
9: Tap the Power of Storytelling in Your Preaching
While I knew that I wanted to focus on the concept of storytelling within the preaching ministry, initially I was unsure how
I might develop the topic.
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